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Hello Anthony George
I must applaud  on the hard work and e5orts you have put into this project so far. I am really happy with your work 
You have done well in most areas of this project especially with your prototype. It thus feels really great like a real app and I really
enjoyed clicking through and testing the features. 

👍

I took time to go through your submission, and after reviewing, you do have some changes and improvements you need to make
based on what are required by the rubric. See changes below;

You should select a theme and not a cluster

Give short titles to your solution sketches and enough details to show how a user progresses from one screen to another

Make sure your storyboard have at least 7 frames

Provide your mp4 Iles for your interviews

Give priorities to your product features and detailed requirements of how each product feature works

I have ensured that I left enough comments on each rubric point that requires correction, so that you can go through and
understand the changes you need to make on each of those rubric points. Added to this are some resources you can also go
through to learn more..

Please take a little more time to make the required changes I have highlighted and resubmit. If you have any questions, you can
reach out to the knowledge platform and a mentor will be there to help guide you further

Please have in mind that, resubmitting your project will have no e9ect on your certi:cation. Resubmitting after making the
corrections will only help you to learn and understand more, which is what is most essential.

Also ensure that you do not plagiarize the examples in the screenshots I added. I just added them to help you understand
what you are supposed to do in those sections.

I wish you all the best in your next submission 

Best regards
Your reviewer.

Initial draft of the PRD should include:

Background information about the industry

Problem that you want to solve

Goals and relevant success metrics

Good

You have done an awesome job on writing your PRD for the product LinkedIn for Students. Your PRD
has clearly articulated the background of the industry and elaborated clearly on the problem you are
attempting to solve. 

👍

Extra

More about PRD
One thing you should know is that the PRD is a very important document and it's like a product
manager's handbag. This is because it keeps all the various stakeholders involved with the product on
one page, ranging from the marketing team, sales team, Quality assurance and so on. Having a well
established PRD, is the best way to clearly deIne the purpose of the product/feature, what is supposed
to be put in place and more. It also ensures the smooth development of the product/feature.
Please take a little more time and go through the resource below to get a better understanding on PRDs
https://www.perforce.com/blog/alm/how-write-product-requirements-document-prd

In addition to the pre-existing stickies in the template, create at least 8 new stickies

Stickies ask speciDc questions following the “How Might We” model

Each sticky should be focused and not too narrow or too broad

Each sticky note should be a unique idea

There should be a breadth of ideas, although it’s ok if some stickies are related

Great

Great work for creating at least 8 stickies using the How might we model. You did well making sure that
this stickies have unique ideas which are not too broad or narrow. 

Stickies are sorted into related groups

Duplicate stickies from the student deck should also go into the same group

Great

You have done a great job here gathering your stickies together and creating the various clusters and
themes. By gathering such a large amount of data into small churns as such is a great way to
understand the relations and connections of the various stickies..
Also AWnity mapping is a great way to organize ideas and data.

Extra

Please check out the link below to get an understanding on how to gather and cluster data using aWnity
mapping.
https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/aWnity-diagrams-learn-how-to-cluster-and-bundle-
ideas-and-facts

Selected theme directly aligns with business opportunity and objective

Required

Great e5orts here so far.

Your rationale clearly meets the opportunity you are trying to solve Help recommend jobs to

college graduates based on their skills and preferences

However, as required by the rubric

You should select a theme and not a cluster.

Guide

A theme is a slide that contains groups of sorted stickies while a cluster is. a group of sorted

stickies

Thus instead of selecting Discover career and jobs which is a cluster, you should rather select the

whole theme which is Student Interactions

Review should be at least one page long and:

Be told from the customer’s perspective, potentially as a narrative

Articulate the problem that is being solved for the customer

Should answer the question why customers love it

Good

Great job here. You have clearly articulated and addressed what the product solves and why the
customers love the product.
Your press review helps you to anticipate what will happen when your product is launch because it's
written as if the product is already launched. It is a success to the marketplace.

Extra

You can read more about future press review below
https://www.shopify.com/blog/how-to-write-a-press-
https://designsprintkit.withgoogle.com/methodology/phase2-deIne/future-press-release

Success Metrics table includes at least 2 goals, with accompanying signals and success metrics

Goals, signals, and metrics are used correctly

Must include at least 8 quick sketches of di9erent ideas

Sketches should be quick and do not need to go into a lot of detail

Sketches should clearly communicate the idea. Annotations or captions can be added if this

helps

Great

You have done well creating 8 quick sketches with di5erent ideas which are not too detailed but
however communicates the idea on each sketch 

Include 2 Rows of the potential solution. Each sketch should take about 30 minutes and have:

A short title that represent the concept being expressed

At least three screens

Annotations to give additional detail

Enough detail to understand how the user progresses through the Row at a high level

Required

Great e5orts here so far, you did the following correctly on your solution sketches

Each sketch have at least 3 screen

Annotations to give additional details

However, as required by the rubric , your solution sketches should also address the following points
below

A short title that represent the concept being expressed

Enough detail to understand how the user progresses through the \ow at high level

Guide

Give each of the sketches a short title for example Autopilot, Exercise Iow

Add arrows to show where a user click to move from one screen to another

Please see example below to get a clear idea on what you should do here

Rationale for selection should be clear and tie back to speciDc data (size of opportunity, impact, etc)
from the Background section of the PRD

This part is related to your solution sketches section above. Once you have done your sketches correctly,
then this part will be assess.

Storyboard includes at least 7 frames that progress in a logical order and included all the steps

the user goes through to solve their problem / need

The Drst frame should start outside of software and set context around what

problem/need the user has and why

The last frame should end outside of software and show the resolution, as well as the

impact on the user

At least 4 frames should be related to the digital experience

Each frame should have a narrative that explains what the user is doing and why

Required

Great e5orts with your storyboard so far. You have clearly addressed the following correctly

Your Irst and last frames starts and ends out of the software respectively

You have at least 4 frames which are related to digital experience, that is the user interacting with

the product.

However, as required by the rubric

Your storyboard should have at least 7 frames. So far you have provided just 6, please add one

more

You should add one more frame in between the Irst and last frames

Prototype should include at least 6 screens

Prototype should feel realistic

Can leverage UI elements from Apple & Google

Text makes sense from a user perspective

All screens Row correctly, forward and backward (if applicable)

Awesome

Great prototype with up to two 6 screens that \ows correctly and the texts all making sense from user
perspective. You have also done well leveraging UI elements from google 

✅

Participant selection:

IdentiDes target user for the project (ie: likely to use or beneDt from the product)

IdentiDes any other characteristics you want to screen for (ie: new user vs. existing user)

Background questions:

Structured in a way that helps to build rapport with the participant

Relevant to getting a better understanding of how closely the participant aligns with the target

user

Tasks:

Logout
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Iterate

HandoB

Starts with a scenario and goal the user is trying to accomplish

Asks follow up questions to probe on speciDc components of the Row

General:

Maintains a friendly tone

Tells the user what to expect in the interview

Asks open-ended questions

Avoids leading questions (ie: how easy is this)

Makes natural transitions between sections and tasks

Good

Great work addressing how your interview sessions will be carried out from the objectives,
methodology, participants, background, tasks and down to the wraps up.

At least 2 user interviews are conducted.

Notes and audio recording are shared and key Dndings are reported in the project deck.

What worked well

What didn’t

Other insights

Recommendation of prioritized changes includes a rationale for each change

Required

Great work here so far with this section.

You have done well carrying out at least two interviews and also made sure to take notes

You have also done well addressing what worked well, what didn't and other observations.

However, as required by the rubric

You should provide your mp4 recordings of your interview. It can be a link to the Iles or put the

Iles inside your submission folder

Note that the link you provided doesn't have any content. Please provide the right link

List includes speciDc questions about the feasibility of building your product

Where is data coming from

Where is data stored

Latency

Other technical challenges

Questions should refer to speciDc screens from the prototype whenever possible

Prototype should have the same specs as earlier with the implementation of two high impact
changes from the prioritized changes list developed after user interviews

At least 1 more user interview is conducted.

Notes and audio recording are shared and the key Dndings are reported in the project deck.

What worked well

What didn’t

Other insights

Detailed requirements added for the feature narrative section of the PRD

Each feature should be given a priority (P0, P1, P2, etc)

Requirements should be detailed enough that you can understand how the feature works and

how the user interacts with the product

Required

Nice try here so far.

You have done well identifying your product features

However as required by the rubric

You should give priorities of P0, P1, P2 etc to your product features based on their importance

Give detailed requirements of how each product feature works and how the user interact with the

product at high level

Guide

What you can do here is to create a table with column titles Priorities, Features, Description and Ill the
various features accordingly

You should refer to lesson 8 of the course for more understanding on this and also please see example
below

 R E S U B M I T  P R O J E C T

 DOWNLOAD PROJECT

Learn the best practices for revising and resubmitting your project.

R E T U R N  T O  P A T H
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